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executive summary

With chemicals generating so little growth, investors must continue 
to navigate the sector carefully for the chance to earn even average 

equity market returns. The 14% average total shareholder return of large 
chemical companies in the period 2012 to 2016 was the seventh-lowest 
among 34 industries tracked by The Boston Consulting Group. And it was 
the fifth consecutive five-year period in which chemical TSRs fell in BCG’s 
rankings.

From a subsector perspective, investors who “navigated carefully” would 
have ended up in focused-specialty companies. This is where the above- 
average TSRs have been in the chemical sector, not just in the most recent 
period studied but in most of the five-year periods dating back to 2007–
2011. Further down the TSR list are multispecialty companies, a subsector 
populated by most of the biggest companies and the most recognizable 
names. Investors could also have done well by betting on chemical compa-
nies headquartered in Japan, where the chemical industry has rebounded, 
and in Greater China.

Here are the main findings of our 2017 study of value creation in the 
chemical industry.

Geographic returns mostly converged, with emerging markets 
being the exception. 

 • While chemical companies in most geographies had returns in the 
mid- to upper-teens, emerging-market companies had a hard time 
in the most recent five-year period, managing only a 7% annual 
TSR. These companies mainly operate in the base chemicals and 
basic plastics subsector, which has been hurt by excess supply and 
commodity pricing. 

 • Companies in Greater China (five-year TSR of 18%) and North 
America (17%) beat or matched the average return of companies 
overall. In a sector where revenue growth has been stuck below 
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2%, chemical companies in Greater China stood out for their 
double-digit revenue gains. 

 • Companies in Northeast Asia, with an average TSR of 17%, 
likewise matched the average return of all industries. But there 
were two very different stories in Northeast Asia: Japanese chemi-
cal companies, which used M&A and exports to achieve average 
TSRs of 19%, and South Korean chemical companies, which found 
themselves exposed to the travails of the base chemicals sector 
and eked out returns of only 2%.

Focused specialties were the bright spot among subsectors. 

 • Focused-specialty companies (which manufacture highly refined 
chemical products and focus on a limited set of customer applica-
tions) had an average TSR of 22% in the five-year period— 
6 percentage points higher than the next-best subsector. 

 • The value creation associated with focused specialties wasn’t 
limited to any one geographic market—focused specialties was the 
best-performing subsector everywhere. Focused specialties even 
bucked the trend in emerging markets, where paint and coatings 
companies, in particular, thrived because of rising household 
income and urbanization.

Multispecialty returns were middling—but companies can fix 
that by being more selective about the end markets they target 
and directing their resources there. 

 • Multispecialty companies’ TSRs have lagged those of focused- 
specialty companies in all but one five-year period since 2007. This 
is striking considering the presumed advantages of multispecial-
ties, specifically their higher profiles, larger asset bases, and more 
diverse set of investment opportunities. 

 • In some cases, multispecialties struggle with their own complexity, 
especially when it comes to their reaction time in the market and to 
forging and executing unique strategies for their diverse businesses. 

 • From a TSR perspective, it might be useful for multispecialties to 
think of themselves as a collection of focused-specialty companies, 
each with a high degree of discipline about its end markets and a 
commitment to developing deep application expertise. Such focus 
could make a big difference when added to multispecialties’ 
existing advantages of brand recognition and scale.

 • Seeing how value is being created, some multispecialties are 
already becoming more targeted in their approach. This is evident 
in the spinoffs and restructurings that several of the biggest (such 
as DowDuPont, Bayer, and AkzoNobel) have undertaken. 

Many top TSR performers have achieved their high returns in 
one of two ways: by skillfully using M&A or by extending their 
lead in a lucrative application area.
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 • Among the top TSR performers, several used M&A to strengthen 
highly focused positions. This was true of Japan’s Nippon Paint 
(five-year TSR of 45%), which expanded its paint and coatings 
business into China and other parts of Asia, and the Swiss compa-
ny Lonza (30%), which used deals to strengthen its offerings in the 
life science sector. 

 • Another winning strategy from 2012 to 2016 was doubling down in 
a very specific application area to secure and increase the custom-
er base. This explains the success of three European focused- 
specialty companies: the rubber manufacturer Hexpol (five-year 
TSR: 35%), the automotive supplier EMS-Chemie (30%), and the 
food enzyme provider Chr. Hansen (28%). 
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chemicaLs again FaLL 
in the rankings

If you were to reach blindly into a basket 
that held the names of publicly held chemi-

cal companies, chances are you would pull out 
a company whose shareholder returns have 
been lower than the market’s in recent years. 
When evaluated for their five-year total 
shareholder returns, chemicals slid to 28th 
among 34 sectors looked at by The Boston 
Consulting Group in 2017, outperforming only 
a few other capital-intensive industries.

The most important factor 
constraining shareholder  
returns is revenue growth.

Large-cap chemical company returns aver-
aged 14% from 2012 to 2016, BCG’s study 
showed. That was 3 percentage points below 
the median for all sectors and was the fifth 
consecutive period in which chemical returns 
fell in BCG’s rankings. (See Exhibit 1.) Back in 
2011, chemicals were the fourth best-perform- 
ing sector, riding several waves that in the 
last few years have diminished in power or 
reversed. (See the sidebar “How We Calculate 
and Report TSR.”) 

Shareholder returns have been constrained 
by a number of factors, the most important of 
which is revenue growth. Global revenues in 

the chemical industry rose only 1.8% annual-
ly between 2012 and 2016, according to the 
American Chemistry Council. Part of the 
problem has been falling commodity prices, 
which have affected two chemical subsectors 
in particular: agrochemicals and fertilizers 
and base chemicals. A second challenge is in-
creasing product commoditization in many 
parts of the chemical industry; this has pres-
sured margins and made it harder for some 
companies to justify investing in innovation. 
A third overarching challenge is the excess ca-
pacity of base chemicals in China. More re-
cently, the overcapacity has expanded down-
stream into intermediates, including 
isocyanates and caprolactam.

On the plus side, the chemicals industry is re-
markably diverse, and there are companies in 
every region and every subsector that have 
found ways to exceed expectations and deliv-
er sharply higher returns, not only when 
measured against their peers but also com-
pared with other, higher-flying sectors. These 
chemical companies have achieved their high 
TSRs in a variety of ways. Some have taken 
what they already do well in one geographic 
market and transferred the same model to a 
significant new geography, like China or the 
US. Others have established strong positions 
in highly profitable niches, like food or phar-
maceutical ingredients. Still others have 
found ways to be faster and more adaptable 
in seizing advantages in raw materials.
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Winning chemical companies, in other words, 
have decidedly not done the equivalent of an 
investor blindly pulling names from a basket. 
They have made deliberate choices about 
where to compete and have developed capa-
bilities that give them advantages in those ar-
eas. Their clear strategies and ever-expanding 
expertise have allowed these companies to 
forge close ties with their customers and to 
innovate successfully.

Many of the chemical companies with this 
profile fall into the focused-specialty subsec-
tor—a subsector that has led the chemical in-
dustry TSR rankings in all but one five-year 
period since 2009. Focus, broadly defined, has 
emerged as the difference-maker in the chem-
icals sector, a predictor of success that cuts 
across geographies and the specifics of a com-
pany’s product portfolio. For that reason, we 
devote much of this year’s report to the types 
of focus that have proven valuable, both in 
enabling growth and in boosting profitability. 

This year, we looked at more than 200 chemi-
cal companies around the world, our largest 
sample yet. (Last year, we looked at 189 com-
panies.) The companies we included all had 
market capitalizations of at least $1 billion as 
of December 31, 2016. (See Exhibit 2.) 

This year’s analysis, for the first time, sepa-
rates what we call large-cap chemical compa-
nies, with more than $7.5 billion in market 
value, from mid-cap chemical companies, with 
between $1 billion and $7.5 billion in market 
value. (It’s the large-cap companies that are 
underperforming other industries from a TSR 
perspective; mid-caps—with a 17% five-year 
TSR—are roughly in line with other indus-
tries.) As in past years, due to acquisitions and 
other effects, the number of companies in our 
10- and 20-year TSR samples is considerably 
lower than the number in our five-year sam-
ple. (See the appendix for the entire list of 
companies studied this year—along with defi-
nitions of each subsector.)
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Exhibit 1 | Large-Cap Chemical TSRs Are in the Bottom Quarter for All Industries
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Total shareholder return, which accounts 
for the change in share price and any other 
effects on shareholders’ net wealth in a 
given period, is the product of multiple 
factors. Readers of BCG’s Value Creators 
series are likely familiar with our methodol-
ogy for quantifying the relative contribution 
of the various components of TSR. (See the 
exhibit below.) The methodology uses the 
combination of revenue (that is, sales) 
growth and change in margins as an 
indicator of a company’s improvement in 
fundamental value. It then uses the change 
in the company’s valuation multiple to 
calculate the impact of investor expecta-
tions on TSR. Together, those two factors 
determine the change in a company’s 
market capitalization. Finally, the model 
also tracks the distribution of free cash flow 
to investors and debt holders—in the form 
of dividends, share repurchases, and 
repayments of debt—in order to determine 
the contribution of free-cash-flow payouts 
to a company’s TSR.

All those factors interact—sometimes in 
unexpected ways. A company may increase 
its earnings per share through an acquisi-
tion but create no TSR if the acquisition 
erodes its gross margins. In addition, some 
forms of cash contribution (for example, 
dividends) have a more positive impact on 
a company’s valuation multiple than others 
(for example, share buybacks). 

In this report, the TSRs used for groups 
and for comparative purposes are all 
medians. The TSRs associated with 
individual companies are straight calcula-
tions of those companies’ capital gains and 
cash flows, rounded to the nearest percent 
or tenth of a percent. 

TSR is a useful way to assess value cre-
ation, but it is inherently backward-looking. 
As such, it is not a reliable predictor of 
future returns.

HoW WE CAlCulATE And REpoRT TSR

Capital gains

Revenue growth

Margin change

Change in
multiple

Dividend yield

Cash flow
contribution

x

x

+

Net debt change

Profit growth

Share changeƒ

Total shareholder
return

Source: BCG analysis.
Note: share change refers to the change in the number of shares outstanding, not to the change in share price.

TSR Is the Product of Multiple Factors
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Exhibit 2 | Distribution of Chemical Companies in This Year’s Study
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the Best returns are  
in china and north 
america

On a regional basis, chemical compa-
nies in greater china (the people’s 

Republic of China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan) 
were the only ones whose median TSR (18%) 
exceeded the 17% average TSR of all indus-
tries in the five-year period. But North 
american chemical companies also held their 

own, with a median TSR (17%) that matched 
the global average for all industries. (See 
Exhibit 3.) It was the third consecutive 
five-year period in which North American 
chemical companies either did better or were 
on par with the average of all stocks around 
the world. These companies also had the 
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Exhibit 3 | How Chemical Company TSRs Differ by Geography
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narrowest TSR distribution of companies in 
any region.

Showing the greatest increase in TSR during 
this latest period were chemical companies in 
Greater China and Europe. Average TSRs for 
chemical companies in both regions increased 
by 8 percentage points compared with the 
previous five-year period. Almost as strong, in 
terms of regional performance, were chemical 
companies in Northeast Asia, with an in-
crease in TSR of 7 percentage points.

In Europe, where most of the best five-year 
TSRs were among focused-specialty compa-
nies, the biggest TSR contributor was changes 
in valuation multiples. That’s also true of the 
improved TSRs in North America—they most-
ly resulted from an expansion in multiples. Of 
course, higher valuation multiples aren’t some-
thing that companies can fully control; they 
are a function of many factors, including inter-
est rates and changes in investor sentiment. 

Valuations also moved higher for chemical 
companies in greater china. But these com-
panies are unique in that their TSR increases 

were rooted in better top-line performance. 
Among the 45 companies that we looked at 
from Greater China, revenue increases ac-
counted for two-thirds of their TSRs on aver-
age. (See Exhibit 4.) In achieving this higher 
level of growth, Chinese companies were 
helped by the country’s faster GDP growth, 
by consolidation, and by the government’s 
decision to lower its reliance on imports in 
some chemical subsectors. China still has a 
lot of chemical companies that compete in 
highly cyclical commodity markets, but there 
are also many companies in the focused- 
specialty category, including the two Chinese 
companies in this year’s study with the high-
est TSRs: Sky Dragon, a manufacturer of inks 
and pigments, and Shenzhen Sunrise, which 
makes additive and functional chemicals. 

in most other places, chemical tSrs got no 
boost at all from revenue growth. One nota-
ble exception is Japan, the bright side of the 
story in Northeast Asia. Chemical company 
revenues rose by an average of 3% in Japan, 
helped by Abenomics, a rise in export reve-
nues propelled by a weak yen, and deft man-
agement on the part of some focused-special-
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ty companies, including Nippon Paint, the 
best-performing large-cap chemical company 
in this year’s study. Nippon Paint is among 
the Japanese chemical companies that have 
shed some of their previous caution about 
M&A and are turning to inorganic means to 
expand internationally. In the five years from 
2012 to 2016, the number of acquisitions or 
investments by Japanese chemical companies 
of or in non-Japanese companies roughly 
doubled from the five-year period ending in 
2011. The buying spree doesn’t appear to 
have touched off concerns among investors. 
Nine of the top ten chemical companies in 
Northeast Asia from a TSR perspective are 
Japanese, and Japanese chemical companies 
as a whole had a five-year TSR of almost 19%. 

The less positive side of the Northeast Asia 
story involves South Korea, which accounts 
for eight of the ten lowest-performing 
chemical companies in the region. the 
problems in South Korea (five-year average 
TSR: 2%) are rooted in the exposure that the 
biggest chemical companies have to the base 
chemicals subsector, where revenues have 
decreased. There has also been a slowdown 
in some of the end markets that South 
Korean chemical companies serve, including 
the markets for solar silicon, LCD displays, 
and polymer films. While these companies 
have reduced overall returns from chemical 
companies in northeast asia, the impact has 
been modest; the region’s TSR was still a 
relatively healthy 17%. 

By far the biggest drag on overall chemical 
company TSRs is coming from emerging mar-
kets, where publicly held chemical companies 
had median TSRs of only 7% between 2012 
and 2016. The emerging-market category in-
cludes a handful of chemical companies in 
Latin America, which with one notable excep-
tion had either negative or single-digit TSRs. 
The emerging-market category also includes 
chemical companies in Saudi Arabia and 

Southeast Asia. The Saudi Arabian compa-
nies in the sample (with an average TSR of 
2.8%) are mainly in base chemicals and basic 
plastics and have been hurt by the drop in 
petrochemical prices. Southeast asian chemi-
cal companies, which are likewise vulnerable 
to petrochemical pricing, didn’t do much bet-
ter. Their average TSR was 5.3%. 

In addition to being a struggle for the compa-
nies located there, emerging markets have 
been a drag on the returns of companies that 
have entered them most aggressively. The ten 
companies with the highest percentage of 
revenue from emerging markets had an aver-
age TSR of 9.2% in the most recent five-year 
period, less than half the TSR of the ten com-
panies with the lowest percentage of revenue 
from emerging markets. 

However, the lesson for chemical companies 
is not necessarily to reduce their participation 
in emerging markets. the lesson, as in other 
regions of the world, may be the need to have 
a very focused strategy when setting out to 
compete in emerging markets and to adjust 
one’s business model to each market’s special 
needs. The fact that focus works in emerging 
markets is evident from the data: of the six 
focused-specialty chemical companies based 
in emerging markets that we tracked in this 
year’s study, five had TSRs in excess of 20%. 

indian and pakistani chemical companies are 
also an exception to the rule of underper-
forming emerging-market companies; favor-
able demographics and rising per-capita in-
come have led to an increase in construction 
in those two countries and are lifting the for-
tunes of some paint and coatings companies 
located there. Moreover, shifts in eating hab-
its (such as a rise in meat consumption) have 
improved the fortunes of local agrochemical 
and fertilizer companies, including PI Indus-
tries and upl in india and Engro in pakistan.
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The superior performance of focused- 
specialty companies is clear from the 

TSR numbers. This subsector had a median 
TSR of 22% from 2012 to 2016, a return that 
would put it ahead of all but two industries 
(mid-cap pharmaceuticals and consumer 
durables) if focused specialties were a sector 
unto itself. That 22% return was 6 percentage 
points higher than the next-best-performing 
subsector, multispecialty chemicals. (See 
Exhibit 5.) 

The seven best-performing 
clusters were all in the  
focused-specialty category.

Underscoring the broad power of the focused- 
specialty approach, the seven best-perform-
ing clusters in the five-year period were all in 
the focused-specialty category, led by paint 
and coatings companies (TSR of about 25%) 
and ink and pigment companies (TSR of 24%). 
(See Exhibit 6.) In addition, three focused- 
specialty clusters—paints and coatings, food 
ingredients, and chemical distribution—have 
vied for the top three positions in the 10- and 
20-year TSR rankings. 

To be sure, there are specific trends that have 
benefited individual subsector clusters within 

the focused-specialty cohort. Paint and coat-
ings companies, the number-one subcluster, 
have benefited from a rebound in construc-
tion activity, from consolidation, and from 
continued strength in emerging markets. in-
novation (including VOC-free paints and 
paints suited to the huge and still growing 
auto market) has also played a role in this 
group’s recent success. 

The second-best-performing group, ink and 
pigment companies, had to overcome a de-
cline in the demand for newsprint, which has 
historically been a big source of revenue for 
them. Some ink and pigment companies have 
successfully entered new areas, like digital 
printing. And some are benefiting from the 
trend toward more flexible food packaging, 
which has created demand for new ink for-
mulations that work better with flexible sub-
strates. Ink companies have also been able to 
develop and sell new types of ink to accom-
modate plastics that extend food products’ 
shelf life, including those that create a better 
barrier against oxygen and moisture. 

Likewise, companies in the food ingredient 
cluster are regularly called upon to innovate 
by their food-manufacturing customers. A 
chemical company with a confectionary cus-
tomer can thrive, for example, if it comes up 
with a mixture that makes a 100-calorie bar 
of chocolate to taste like a 500-calorie bar of 
chocolate. 

Why Focused 
speciaLties have the 

highest returns
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Exhibit 5 | A Six-Point Lead for Focused Specialties
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Different trends may come and go, but one 
of the things that focused-specialty compa-
nies certainly seem to be good at is under-
standing and responding to their customers’ 
needs. In a way that a more diverse or a 
more basic chemical company might not be 
able to do, focused specialties speak the cus-
tomer’s language and are attuned to oppor-
tunities and challenges that are specific to 
the customer. When they talk about the inno-
vations they are working on, the conversa-
tions are less about isolated product break-
throughs and more about how the 
innovations can meet customers’ needs. En-
abling this dialogue and relationship, a re-
volving door between focused-specialty com-
panies and their customers is relatively 
common. That is, more and more R&D staff 
on the customer side are ending up in sales 
or account management positions at focused- 
specialty companies.

Focused-specialty companies’ strength, 
compared with other chemical subsectors, is 
evident in their superior operating metrics. In 
the most recent five-year period, half of the 
22% average TSR of focused-specialty 

companies came from revenue growth and 
margin improvement. (See Exhibit 7.) This 
11% profit contribution to TSR compares with 
a 1% profit contribution for multispecialty 
companies.

The base chemicals and basic plastics subsec-
tor had the lowest average TSR, largely be-
cause of its stagnant revenues. This poor rev-
enue performance reflects both weakness in 
oil prices and overcapacity in China, where 
the factories that already exist are set up to 
produce far larger quantities of building- 
block chemicals than are needed. 

Several chemical subsectors had to rely 
largely on valuation improvements to help 
their TSRs. This was true of multispecialty 
companies, which would have had average 
TSR gains in the five-year period of a mere 
7% if their valuations hadn’t gone up. 
Agrochemical and fertilizer companies would 
have gone backward in terms of their TSRs 
had investors not bet on the subsector’s 
rebound, whether through M&A or a cyclical 
upturn.
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What muLtispeciaLties 
can Learn From 
Focused speciaLties

Given their size and market power, 
multispecialty companies would seem to 

have everything they need to deliver superior 
returns in the chemical industry. The subsec-
tor accounted for half a trillion dollars in 
market capitalization at the start of 2017—
41% more than the next-most-valuable 
subsector—and included most of the world’s 
blue-chip chemical companies. With their 
instant name recognition, multispecialty 
companies are a talent magnet—these are 
the companies that every young chemist 
wants to work for. In many cases, these 
companies have reputational advantages, the 
best technology, and the longest investing 
horizons. 

In some cases, multispecial-
ties struggle with their  
own complexity.

Yet multispecialties have been underperform-
ing focused-specialty companies on a TSR ba-
sis by between 6 and 9 percentage points in 
recent years. The last time multispecialty 
companies had faster revenue growth than 
focused-specialty companies was in 2011. 
Multispecialty companies do more capital 
spending (about 6.9 cents for every $1 in rev-
enue in 2016, versus 5.1 cents for every reve-

nue dollar for focused specialties) because 
the upstream portions of their portfolios re-
quire it. Yet their average return on capital 
employed is about 5 percentage points lower 
than that of focused specialties, and the 
ROCE differential is even bigger in Europe 
(8 percentage points). (See Exhibit 8.) 

In some cases, multispecialties struggle with 
their own complexity, especially when it 
comes to their reaction time in the market 
and their ability to forge and execute unique 
strategies for their diverse businesses.

There are several practices of focused-special-
ty companies that we believe multispecialty 
companies should consider as a route to in-
creased value:

 • Unwavering Discipline About Market 
Position. Focused-specialty companies 
don’t have the option of applying strate-
gies from other business units; the 
strategies they implement must reflect 
their customers’ needs. Focused-specialty 
companies also tend to react decisively to 
changes in their markets and competitive 
environments and to quickly identify 
profitable niches and opportunities where 
they have a sustainable advantage. This 
discipline keeps them from following 
trends that may not play to their strengths 
and from investing in noncore capabilities. 
And it explains why many focused-special-
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ty companies can have above-average 
profit growth even in markets that are 
slow-growing or shrinking.

 • Continual Deepening of Expertise. one 
of the presumed advantages of multispe-
cialties is the breadth of their operations 
and sources of revenue. This allows them 
to allocate resources to their fastest-grow-
ing businesses, including by moving their 
best talent to those businesses. However, 
this conglomerate-minded approach can 
also cause multispecialty companies to 
overlook and underserve certain end user 
segments and applications. 

By contrast, focused-specialty companies 
have no choice but to keep developing 
their expertise in the areas where they 
compete. This explains their ability to spot 
nearby adjacencies and the relative 
frequency with which they hire sales and 
application development staff from their 
customers’ industries. As a result, focused- 
specialty companies tend to do the best in 
their market segments both when those 
segments are struggling and when they 
are growing.

 • Customer-Centered R&D. With their 
resources focused on a narrower set of 
opportunities and customers, focused- 
specialty companies are more apt to  

direct their R&D efforts at solving specific 
customer problems. Focused-specialty 
companies face less temptation, and 
perhaps less opportunity, than multispe-
cialty companies to pursue generic 
product improvements—to spend for the 
sake of spending. This approach to R&D 
reinforces the leading positions that 
focused specialties have in their chosen 
markets.

recognizing the value of Focus
Quite a few multispecialty companies are 
using transactions to make their portfolios 
more coherent and capture the benefits of 
focus. Bayer (with its spinoff of Covestro), 
AkzoNobel (with its plan to split into two 
businesses), and FMC (with its recent 
portfolio moves) are examples of this trend. 
So are Chemtura and Dow, the two North 
American multispecialty companies with the 
highest tSrs in the 2012–2016 period. in 
Chemtura’s case, the move toward greater 
specialization (after the company sold its 
agrochemicals business) paid off in late 2016 
when Lanxess agreed to buy Chemtura for 
$2.7 billion. (The Lanxess acquisition turned 
Chemtura, with a TSR of 24%, into the fourth-
best chemical company investment in the US 
for the five-year period.) Dow and DuPont 
(TSRs of 19% and 14%, respectively) are 
planning to split into three more-focused 
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companies now that their history-making 
merger is complete. 

For a few months in 2017, the announced 
merger of multispecialty companies Hunts-
man (in the US) and Clariant (in Switzer-
land) appeared to be an exception to the get-
more-focused trend. In October, however, 
activist investors successfully scuttled the 
deal, unconvinced that a combined, more 
complex company would generate value for 
shareholders.

prioritizing the different parts of 
a portfolio
The recognition on the part of multispecialty 
companies that different parts of their portfo-
lios are valuable in different ways is also evi-
dent in how some of them categorize their 
businesses. For instance, the $9.5 billion 
(2016 revenue) Dutch company DSM (which 
serves both the nutrition and the perfor-
mance materials end markets) analyzes its 
portfolio along two dimensions: potential 
growth and the company’s own sense of its 
ability to extract value from different product 
areas. as a result, each product ends up un-
der one of three strategies: accelerated 
growth, growth, or maximize returns.

Even some focused-specialty companies use 
categorization schemes to separate end mar-
kets with different levels of value. For in-
stance, the US polymer manufacturer Ash-
land (2016 revenue: $4.9 billion) has target 
markets that it calls core growth (including 

pharmaceuticals and personal care); target 
markets that it calls foundational, which gen-
erate cash; and target markets that it calls 
niche, which it sees as having fewer opportu-
nities for growth. (In Ashland’s case, food and 
beverage and automotive are among its niche 
end markets.)

Categorization schemes like these might 
seem useful primarily as a way for compa-
nies with complex portfolios to organize 
themselves. In truth, the benefit goes deeper: 
they allow multispecialty companies to fig-
ure out more granular ways of managing 
their businesses, including through systems 
that ensure that each end market gets what 
it deserves—and nothing more. The tools 
and tactics should be adjusted so that the 
parts of the business that get the highest ROI 
from R&D, marketing, and channel resources 
are appropriately funded. This is what fo-
cused-specialty companies do. Multispecialty 
companies should do the same—and should 
treat the most attractive parts of their portfo-
lios as though they were their own focused 
businesses.

Digitalization is one way that chemical 
companies can improve the management of 
their multimodal businesses. Given their level 
of resources, multispecialty companies may 
be in a particularly good position to use 
digital technologies to reengineer their value 
chains and reimagine their offerings. (See the 
sidebar “Getting Beyond a Slow Start in 
Digital.”) 
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BCG’s Center for Digital in Industrials sees 
two basic ways for companies to capitalize 
on digital technology: by reengineering 
their value chains or by reimagining their 
offerings. 

The chemical industry hasn’t been particu-
larly active in either and as a result is 
sometimes criticized for being a digital 
laggard. But it’s still early, and we think 
these technologies will eventually contrib-
ute to the TSRs of those chemical compa-
nies that figure out how to use them.

In essence, a chemical company that uses 
digital tools to reengineer its value chain is 
focusing on the margin part of TSR. The 
effort can begin with multiple functions 
simultaneously or can focus on a single 
corporate function. For instance, a plant 
operation can be made more efficient 
through advanced automation or predictive 
maintenance. In the back office, HR and 
finance processes offer many opportunities 
for optimization. 

There are also value chain improvements 
that touch suppliers or customers. An 
example is an automated order-to-delivery 
process. This can include a track-and-trace 
service for getting products to customers, 
in some cases including blockchain tools to 
audit supply chain authenticity. Some 
chemical companies are starting to use 
predictive algorithms, leveraging multiple 
internal and external data sources, to 
develop superior demand forecasts and 
production schedules that reduce inventory 
levels or stock-outs.

Selling more through digital is a less linear 
way of improving TSR and requires greater 
creativity. This is where reimagining the 
offering comes in, and it includes moves 
like the introduction of automated product 
configurators. These are programs that take 
customers’ requirements (for stability, level 
of humidity, and environmental 
performance, for example) to determine 
their best options in terms of chemical 

components. (Configuration analyses are 
currently done manually by most chemical 
companies.) 

Another example of using digital technolo-
gy to boost revenue is to offer an inventory 
management system to customers. Auto-
mated vendor inventory systems use 
sensor and optical technologies to detect 
when the supply of a chemical has fallen 
below an agreed-upon threshold and 
should be reordered. 

There are also digital application acade-
mies and platforms, which, for instance, 
allow construction workers to call up 
training videos when they are using a new 
adhesive in the field. And there are end-of-
life product databases, which can extend 
the value of plastic through reuse or 
recycling.

Another important part of reimagining the 
offering is using technology to establish (or 
maintain) a direct sales channel to the 
customer. There is a defensive aspect to 
this—chemical companies, especially ones 
selling commodity products, run the risk of 
being disintermediated by digital market-
places for B2B and B2smallB chemical 
products. They can avoid this by building 
good online interfaces and strengthening 
their direct-sales capabilities. 

large chemical companies, in particular, 
have begun to make sizable digital invest-
ments and have entered into partnerships 
to advance their efforts. The industry may 
have been a digital laggard in the past, but 
we don’t think it will remain one for long. 

GETTInG BEyond A SloW START In dIGITAl
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vaLue creation stars
Who They Are ANd hoW They’re doING IT

In light of the overall performance trends 
from 2012 to 2016, it shouldn’t be surpris-

ing that so many of the top TSR performers 
in this period were from the focused-specialty 
subsector. (See Exhibit 9.) Here’s a closer look 
at some of the best performers and what they 
are doing right.

smart approaches to expansion
Several of the focused-specialty companies in 
our study have succeeded by moving into 
new markets, whether geographic or product, 
while staying true to their business models. 
This is the case with the number-one large-
cap TSR company on our list, Japan’s Nippon 
Paint (five-year TSR of 45%). Nippon Paint 
has used M&A to extend beyond its home 
country (primarily to China and other parts 
of Asia between 2012 and 2016, but also, in 
2017, to the US through its acquisition of 
Dunn-Edwards) while continuing to capitalize 
on its expertise in automotive and specialty 
architectural coatings. nippon paint’s 
strength has become clearer as it increases its 
investments in some of its overseas affiliates, 
which has allowed it to account for those af-
filiates as subsidiaries and include their reve-
nues in its financial reports. Between 2012 
and 2016, Nippon Paint’s reported revenues 
grew by an average of 22% annually. The 
company’s strength is also evident in the 
20-percentage point increase in its EBitda 
margin. 

Nippon Paint’s success in China stems partly 
from its joint venture with Singapore-based 
Wuthelam. Together the companies have es-
tablished strong local connections in China 
and opened stores in more than 75 Chinese 
cities. other international paint companies, 
such as AkzoNobel, remain smaller presences 
in China. High barriers to entry and the at-
tention that Nippon Paint pays to costs have 
helped the company maintain healthy profit 
margins in China, the world’s biggest paint 
market.

Several focused-specialty 
companies have succeeded 
by moving into new markets.

Two other paint companies that have pro-
duced superior returns—in very different 
markets—are Sherwin-Williams (with a five-
year TSR of 26%, the ninth-best-performing 
large-cap chemical company) and Asian 
Paints (number five among large-cap chemi-
cal companies, with a five-year TSR of 29%). 

Sherwin-Williams benefits from strong distri-
bution and a great brand. The company has 
approximately 4,000 stores in the US and is 
expanding the number of concept stores at 
big-box construction retailers like Lowe’s, 
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which increases Sherwin-Williams’ visibility 
with contract painters. Sherwin-Williams’ 
goal is to grow at 1.5 to 2 times the average of 
the market. In the most recent five-year peri-
od, it increased its revenue by 6.2% and its 
pretax income by almost 16% a year. Its re-
cently completed acquisition of Valspar will 
allow US-centric Sherwin-Williams to expand 
geographically. Almost half of Valspar’s busi-
ness comes from outside the US. 

Asian Paints has flourished in a very different 
market. It has market share in excess of 50% 
in its home market of India and grew at an 
average of 15% between 2012 and 2016, con-
tinually expanding its offerings (moving into 
home décor and bathroom and kitchen fur-
nishings) in order to meet the evolving de-
mands of Indian consumers. Asian Paints has 
an extensive distributor network and very 
strong brand recognition in India, which is ur-
banizing rapidly.

Another Indian company, Pidilite (number 12 
in the five-year TSR rankings of mid-cap 
chemical companies and number 3 in the ten-
year rankings), also has a huge share of the 

markets in which it competes: adhesives, con-
struction chemicals, organic pigments, indus-
trial resins, and art materials. The over-
whelming majority of Pidilite’s revenue (85%) 
comes directly from consumers, for whom Pi-
dilite is a near-ubiquitous brand. The compa-
ny’s approach is to offer products for every 
use and at every price point; for instance, 
someone looking to buy Fevicol, the white 
glue the company introduced in 1963, can 
buy many different varieties, from waterproof 
to high performance to a spray, in every size 
container, from 10-gram squeeze bottles to 
5-kilogram canisters. Pidilite’s revenues have 
grown by double-digit rates over the last de-
cade, a period in which Indian chemical com-
panies grabbed a disproportionate number of 
spots in the mid-cap rankings. (See Exhibit 
10.) Pidilite has made a number of small ac-
quisitions that have contributed to its growth.

Another focused-specialties company whose 
growth has been helped by M&A is Lonza 
(five-year TSR: 30%). This Swiss company, 
which sees itself as playing all along the 
health care continuum, is a supplier to the 
pharmaceutical, biotech, and specialty ingre-
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dients markets. Among the acquisitions it has 
made in recent years, those of InterHealth 
Nutraceuticals (nutrition ingredients) and 
Capsugel (delivery technologies) were intend-
ed to cement its position as a leading suppli-
er to the life science sector. 

“hyperfocus”
The value that investors place on focus is evi-
dent in the performance of three focused- 
specialty companies in Europe: EMS-Chemie, 
Chr. Hansen, and Hexpol. Switzerland-based 
EMS-Chemie has been dogged in sticking to 
its core business of producing high-perfor-
mance materials for the automotive sector, in-
cluding high-performance plastics, assembly 
adhesives, and sealants. About four-fifths of 
the company’s revenue comes from polymers. 
This unswerving focus appeals to investors; 
more than half of Ems-Chemie’s 30% average 
annual tSr in the 2012–2016 period came 
from multiple expansion. 

Chr. Hansen, a leader in enzymes, cultures, 
and natural colors used in dairy and meat 
production, has accumulated deep know-how 

and strong technology in these specialized 
products. its strong reputation helps chr. 
Hansen with its customers, who count on its 
products to help them maintain consistent 
quality at plants all over the world. The glob-
al market for food enzymes has been growing 
between 8% and 10% annually, and investors 
(who rewarded Chr. Hansen with a 15 per-
centage point multiple increase, propelling 
the company to a 28% rise in TSR) are happy 
to have their money in a chemical company 
with that kind of growth potential.

Hexpol, of Sweden (at 35%, the tenth-best 
TSR among mid-cap chemical companies), 
started as a rubber manufacturer in the 1890s 
and has continued to build on that founda-
tion. Now the world’s largest rubber com-
pounder, Hexpol has used its scale and its in-
creasing profitability to acquire nine 
competitors since 2010 and to strengthen its 
position. 

riding a Favorable Wave
Sometimes it helps to simply be in the right 
place at the right time and build an operation 
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that capitalizes on the opportunity. So it is 
with LyondellBasell, which was just coming 
out of bankruptcy in 2010 as the shale gas 
trend was accelerating. Unable to make big 
capital investments in the US as many of its 
rivals were doing, the European company in-
stead focused on getting rid of production 
bottlenecks and making fast operational im-
provements—a strategy that has paid off. 
Helped by lower feedstock costs, Lyondell-
Basell was able to increase its profit margin 
by 8 percentage points between 2011—its 
first full year of operations after bankrupt-
cy—and 2016. That was four times the aver-
age margin increase in the base chemicals 
subsector over that period. (The shale gas 

boom, of course, has also had a big positive 
effect on the chemical divisions of large inte-
grated oil companies. These divisions are not 
separately traded on public markets and so 
are not covered in this report.)

Braskem, the other top-performing base 
chemical company that appears on our top-
ten TSR list of large-cap companies, is like-
wise a beneficiary of the shale gas boom, a 
result of its purchase of Dow Chemical’s poly-
propylene business in 2011. However, 
Braskem’s TSR was also helped by secular 
growth in its home market of Brazil and by 
higher export revenues resulting from a 
weakening of Brazil’s currency, the real.
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What’s ahead
Key QueSTIoNS For ChemICAL exeCuTIveS IN 2018 
ANd BeyoNd

Chemical companies across the 
spectrum can excel by leveraging the 

approach taken by focused specialties. The 
following questions will help chemical 
executives see where their companies stand. 
The more questions to which they can answer 
yes, the stronger their foundation for the 
future. 

 • Do you explicitly encourage focus in your 
company? 

 • Are you clear on your sources of advantage 
in the marketplace, and have you deter-
mined how you will use those advantages 
to move into new geographies and product 
areas in the next three to five years?

 • Do you have a strategy for growth, organic 
and inorganic, that will allow you to grow 
at a faster pace than your peer group? 

 • If you have multiple businesses or are a 
chemical conglomerate, do you have 
mechanisms that help you set targets or 
allocate resources for each business as 
though it were a standalone company? If 
so, is the level of differentiation sufficient-
ly granular? 

 • Do you allow unique business models to 
flourish in your portfolio, particularly 
among the businesses that have the most 
economic potential? 

 • Have you dedicated enough time to your 
M&A agenda as a driver of value?

 • Do your career development programs 
encourage managers to attain expertise in 
the end markets that are most important 
to you? For that matter, does your human 
capital strategy include recruiting experts 
from your most important customers or 
application industries?

 • In R&D, sales, and plant operations, are 
you preparing for the digital future in a 
way that feels uniquely suited to your 
company, as opposed to reacting to your 
competitors’ digital moves? 

 • Do you have plans that will allow you to 
both capitalize on any upturn in the 
economic cycle and limit your exposure in 
the event of a downturn?
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The global chemical industry is highly com-
plex. BCG divides the industry into five sub-
sectors, which account for about 150 seg-
ments. Most companies are active in multiple 
segments. The subsectors are:

 • Agrochemicals and Fertilizers. thir-
ty-three companies in our sample gener-
ate all or most of their revenues from 
agrochemicals or fertilizers. This group 
includes companies with substantial but 
minority specialty-chemical operations. 
For some in this sector, mining is an 
important activity.

 • Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics. the 
46 companies in this subsector generate 
much of their revenue from cracking 
products and basic derivatives, such as 
polyolefins, solvents, and surfactants. 
Some of the companies are invested in the 
chloro-vinyl chain, and some have another 
product focus (such as other polymers), 
but their business models resemble those 
of petrochemical companies. A few have 
large specialty-chemical businesses as a 
portion of the portfolio.

 • Focused Specialties. This subsector 
consists of 70 companies, mainly in the 
areas of coatings, adhesives, flavors and 
fragrances, construction, chemical distri-
bution, and electronic materials. All focus 
on highly refined chemical products with 

a clearly defined industry or functional 
application.

 • Industrial Gases. This highly consolidat-
ed subsector comprises just six companies. 
Even those that engage in other business-
es derive the overwhelming share of their 
revenues from gas sales and distribution.

 • Multispecialty Chemicals. The 52 
companies in this subsector have diverse 
portfolios and earn a substantial portion 
of their revenue from specialty chemicals. 
Compared with companies in the fo-
cused-specialties subsector, multispecialty 
chemical companies serve a broader range 
of industries and their products have 
more functional applications. Nearly all 
dedicate a significant part of their busi-
ness to so-called semispecialties or narrow 
commodities, and some are also active in 
petrochemicals, agrochemicals, and 
pharmaceuticals.

The full list of the companies that BCG 
tracked for this year’s report follows.

appendix 
SuBSeCTor deFINITIoNS ANd CompANIeS Surveyed
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The 2017 Chemical Value Creators

Company Geographic region Subsector

1 Adeka Corp. Northeast Asia Multispecialties

2 Advanced Petrochemical Co. emerging markets Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

3 Agrium North America Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

4 Air Liquide Europe Industrial Gases

5 Air Products and Chemicals North America Industrial Gases

6 Air Water Northeast Asia Industrial Gases

7 Akzo nobel Europe Multispecialties

8 Albemarle Corp. North America Multispecialties

9 Arkema Europe Multispecialties

10 Asahi kasei Corp. Northeast Asia Multispecialties

11 Ashland Global holdings North America Focused specialties

12 Asian Paints emerging markets Focused specialties

13 Avery dennison Corp. North America Focused specialties

14 Balchem Corp. North America Focused specialties

15 BAsF Europe Multispecialties

16 Berger Paints India emerging markets Focused specialties

17 Braskem emerging markets Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

18 Brenntag Europe Focused specialties

19 Cabot Corp. North America Focused specialties

20 Celanese Corp. North America Multispecialties

21 CF Industries holdings North America Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

22 Chemtura Corp. North America Multispecialties

23 Chengdu Wintrue holding Co. Greater China Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

24 Chr. hansen holding Europe Focused specialties

25 Clariant Europe Multispecialties

26 Corbion Europe Focused specialties

27 Croda International Europe Focused specialties

28 daicel Corp. Northeast Asia Multispecialties

29 denka Co. Northeast Asia Multispecialties

30 dIC Corp. Northeast Asia Multispecialties

31 do-Fluoride Chemicals Co. Greater China Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

32 duluxGroup emerging markets Focused specialties

33 e. I. du Pont de nemours and Company North America Multispecialties

34 eastman Chemical Co. North America Multispecialties

35 Ecolab North America Focused specialties

36 Elementis Europe Focused specialties

37 ems-Chemie holding Europe Focused specialties

38 enaex emerging markets Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

39 engro Corp. emerging markets Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

40 enn ecological holdings Co. Greater China Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

41 eternal materials Co. Greater China Focused specialties

42 Fauji Fertilizer Co. emerging markets Agrochemicals and Fertilizers
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43 Ferro Corp. North America Focused specialties

44 FmC Corp. North America Multispecialties

45 Formosa Chemicals & Fibre Corp. Greater China Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

46 Formosa Plastics Corp. Greater China Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

47 Frutarom Industries emerging markets Focused specialties

48 Fufeng Group Greater China Focused specialties

49 Givaudan Europe Focused specialties

50 Grupa Azoty spólka Akcyjna Europe Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

51 Guangdong kaiping Chunhui Co. Greater China Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

52 Guangdong sky dragon Printing Ink Group Co. Greater China Focused specialties

53 h.B. Fuller Co. North America Focused specialties

54 hanwha Chemical Corp. Northeast Asia Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

55 henan Billions Chemicals Co. Greater China Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

56 hexpol Europe Focused specialties

57 hitachi Chemical Co. Northeast Asia Multispecialties

58 huabao International holdings Greater China Focused specialties

59 hubei Biocause Pharmaceutical Co. Greater China Focused specialties

60 hubei dinglong Co. Greater China Focused specialties

61 huntsman Corp. North America Multispecialties

62 hyosung Corp. Northeast Asia Focused specialties

63 Incitec Pivot emerging markets Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

64 Indorama Ventures Public Company emerging markets Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

65 Innophos holdings North America Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

66 Innospec North America Focused specialties

67 International Flavors & Fragrances North America Focused specialties

68 IrPC Public Company emerging markets Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

69 Israel Chemicals emerging markets Multispecialties

70 Jiangsu Changhai Composite materials Co. Greater China Focused specialties

71 Jiangsu huifeng Agrochemical Co. Greater China Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

72 Jiangsu shuangxing Color Plastic new materials Co. Greater China Multispecialties

73 Jiangsu yoke Technology Co. Greater China Focused specialties

74 Johnson matthey Europe Focused specialties

75 Jsr Corp. Northeast Asia Multispecialties

76 k+s Aktiengesellschaft Europe Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

77 kaneka Corp. Northeast Asia Multispecialties

78 kansai Paint Co. Northeast Asia Focused specialties

79 kCC Corp. Northeast Asia Focused specialties

80 kemira Oyj Europe Multispecialties

81 kingboard Chemical holdings Greater China Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

82 kingenta ecological engineering Group Co. Greater China Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

83 kingfa sci. & Tech. Co. Greater China Focused specialties

84 kolon Industries Northeast Asia Focused specialties
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85 koninklijke dsm Europe Multispecialties

86 korea Petrochemical Ind. Co. Northeast Asia Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

87 kumho Petrochemical Co. Northeast Asia Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

88 kuraray Co. Northeast Asia Multispecialties

89 LAnXess Aktiengesellschaft Europe Multispecialties

90 LCy Chemical Corp. Greater China Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

91 Lenzing Aktiengesellschaft Europe Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

92 LG Chem Northeast Asia Multispecialties

93 Lianhe Chemical Technology Co. Greater China Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

94 Linde Aktiengesellschaft Europe Industrial Gases

95 LInTeC Corp. Northeast Asia Focused specialties

96 Lonza Group Europe Focused specialties

97 Lotte Chemical Corp. Northeast Asia Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

98 LyondellBasell Industries Europe Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

99 methanex Corp. North America Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

100 mexichem, s.A.B. de C.V. emerging markets Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

101 Minerals Technologies North America Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

102 mitsubishi Chemical holdings Corp. Northeast Asia Multispecialties

103 mitsubishi Gas Chemical Co. Northeast Asia Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

104 Mitsui Chemicals Northeast Asia Multispecialties

105 monsanto Co. North America Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

106 nan ya Plastics Corp. Greater China Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

107 nanjing red sun Co. Greater China Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

108 national Petrochemical Co. emerging markets Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

109 newmarket Corp. North America Focused specialties

110 nihon Parkerizing Co. Northeast Asia Focused specialties

111 nippon kayaku Co. Northeast Asia Multispecialties

112 nippon Paint holdings Co. Northeast Asia Focused specialties

113 nippon shokubai Co. Northeast Asia Multispecialties

114 nissan Chemical Industries Northeast Asia Multispecialties

115 nitto denko Corp. Northeast Asia Focused specialties

116 nOF Corp. Northeast Asia Multispecialties

117 novozymes Europe Focused specialties

118 nufarm emerging markets Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

119 OCI Company Northeast Asia Multispecialties

120 Olin Corp. North America Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

121 Orica emerging markets Focused specialties

122 Petkim Petrokimya holding Anonim sirketi emerging markets Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

123 Petronas Chemicals Group Berhad emerging markets Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

124 PI Industries emerging markets Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

125 Pidilite Industries emerging markets Focused specialties

126 PolyOne Corp. North America Focused specialties
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127 Potash Corp. of saskatchewan North America Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

128 PPG Industries North America Focused specialties

129 Praxair North America Industrial Gases

130 PTT Global Chemical Public Company emerging markets Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

131 Public Joint stock Company Acron emerging markets Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

132 Qinghai salt Lake Industry Co. Greater China Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

133 Quaker Chemical Corp. North America Focused specialties

134 reliance Industries emerging markets Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

135 rPm International North America Focused specialties

136 sahara Petrochemicals Co. emerging markets Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

137 Sasol emerging markets Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

138 saudi Arabian Fertilizers Co. emerging markets Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

139 saudi Basic Industries Corp. emerging markets Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

140 saudi Industrial Investment Group emerging markets Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

141 saudi International Petrochemical Co. emerging markets Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

142 saudi kayan Petrochemical Co. emerging markets Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

143 sekisui Chemical Co. Northeast Asia Focused specialties

144 sensient Technologies Corp. North America Focused specialties

145 shandong hualu-hengsheng Chemical Co. Greater China Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

146 shanghai Pret Composites Co. Greater China Focused specialties

147 shangying Global Co. Greater China Multispecialties

148 shenzhen Batian ecotypic engineering Co. Greater China Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

149 shenzhen Capchem Technology Co. Greater China Focused specialties

150 shenzhen noposion Agrochemicals Co. Greater China Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

151 shenzhen sunrise new energy Co. Greater China Focused specialties

152 shin-etsu Chemical Co. Northeast Asia Multispecialties

153 showa denko k.k. Northeast Asia Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

154 sika Europe Focused specialties

155 sinoma science & Technology Co. Greater China Multispecialties

156 sk Chemicals Co. Northeast Asia Multispecialties

157 sk kaken Co. Northeast Asia Focused specialties

158 skC Co. Northeast Asia Multispecialties

159 sociedad Química y minera de Chile emerging markets Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

160 soda sanayii emerging markets Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

161 solvay Europe Multispecialties

162 stanley Agricultural Group Co. Greater China Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

163 stepan Company North America Focused specialties

164 sumitomo Bakelite Co. Northeast Asia Multispecialties

165 sumitomo Chemical Co. Northeast Asia Multispecialties

166 symrise Europe Focused specialties

167 syngenta Europe Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

168 synthomer Europe Focused specialties
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169 synthos Europe Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

170 Taiwan Fertilizer Co. Greater China Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

171 Taiyo nippon sanso Corp. Northeast Asia Industrial Gases

172 Tata Chemicals emerging markets Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

173 Teijin Northeast Asia Multispecialties

174 Tessenderlo Chemie Europe Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

175 The dow Chemical Company North America Multispecialties

176 The mosaic Company North America Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

177 The scotts miracle-Gro Company North America Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

178 The sherwin-Williams Company North America Focused specialties

179 The Valspar Corp. North America Focused specialties

180 Toagosei Co. Northeast Asia Multispecialties

181 Tokuyama Corp. Northeast Asia Multispecialties

182 Tokyo Ohka kogyo Co. Northeast Asia Focused specialties

183 Toray Industries Northeast Asia Multispecialties

184 Tosoh Corp. Northeast Asia Multispecialties

185 Toyo Ink sC holdings Co. Northeast Asia Focused specialties

186 Toyobo Co. Northeast Asia Focused specialties

187 Tronox North America Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

188 ube Industries Northeast Asia Multispecialties

189 umicore Europe Focused specialties

190 uPL Limited emerging markets Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

191 uralkali Europe Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

192 Valiant Co. Greater China Focused specialties

193 Victrex Europe Focused specialties

194 W. r. Grace & Co. North America Focused specialties

195 Wacker Chemie Europe Multispecialties

196 Wanhua Chemical Group Co. Greater China Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

197 Westlake Chemical Corp. North America Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

198 Xinjiang Zhongtai Chemical Co. Greater China Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

199 Xinxiang Chemical Fiber Co. Greater China Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

200 yantai Tayho Advanced materials Co. Greater China Focused specialties

201 yara International Europe Agrochemicals and Fertilizers

202 ZeOn Corp. Northeast Asia Focused specialties

203 Zhejiang hailide new material Co. Greater China Multispecialties

204 Zhejiang huafeng spandex Co. Greater China Base Chemicals and Basic Plastics

205 Zhejiang Longsheng Group Co. Greater China Focused specialties

206 Zhejiang runtu Co. Greater China Multispecialties

207 Zhejiang yongtai Technology Co. Greater China Multispecialties

Source: BCG.
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